
    TIPI Mobile Boards 

 

This mobile double writing wall is ideal for dynamic work sessions.
Several groups can write their ideas on each of the 2 large dry erasable e3 enamel surfaces of the TIPI. Mobile, the TIPI can be
moved thanks to its wheels while offering great stability. The units can be assembled together with the magnetic junctions to form a
large partition wall in a room. It offers storage space for documents or equipment.

       Benefits

DOUBLE WRITING SURFACE: Several groups can write their ideas on each of the 2 large dry erasable e3 enamel surfaces of the
TIPI.
MOBILE AND STABLE: The TIPI can be moved thanks to its wheels while offering great stability.
PARTITION WALL: Magnetic joints allow several TIPI to be joined together to form a larger wall.
STORAGE: A space between the two boards allows to store manuals and materials.
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      Technical drawing

      Specifications

Writing surfaces in enamelled steel e3 marker white. Panels
inclined backwards (top) by 8°.
Backing made from high density chipboard, certified to PEFC,
recyclable to 99%.
Light grey profiles.
Magnets on the side profiles and shelves, allowing the mobile
units to be assembled together.
Dark grey melamine shelves at 11 cm, 71 cm and 109 cm from the
floor.
Four double swivel castors ø65cm, two of which with brake.

       Dimensions & weight
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9300005 H160x100
cm

marker
white 1690 1010 570 1620 1000 68 72 carton

Standard warranty: Board: 2 years / Surface: for life.

Certifications & warranty

The chipboard is certified to PEFC.
Product is manufactured in a French factory which is certified to ISO
9001, OHSAS 18001 and ISO 14001.
M2 fire rating.


